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A B S T R A C T 

We come across Forest Flowers, Garden Flowers, Nursery Flowers, Backyard’s Vegetable Flowers and so also, the particular Divine Flowers originating 

from respective buds with prescription for several kinds of occasions. If we say that a flower is like Research Paper, the bud becomes Research Proposal. 

Analogically extended, a bud is folded ‘closed’ on all sides inwardly concealing botanical merits and cannot become flower ‘opened’ on all sides outwardly. 

This is exactly my way to look at a feasible Research Proposal to differentiate beforehand from an aftermath called the Optimal Research Series!  

Research Papers may get publicity blown out of proportions at times. Reasons found are such as an exaggerated   achievement/secrecy/ confidentiality/ 

protection/security/public-private-partnership/competition/right-of-sole-proprietorship/registration in agreement/conflict of interests/co-

authors’decree/political pressures/guest-actor guidance/termed-privacy in cooperative struggle. But, it is not to be so with a Research Proposal in bulky 

isolation. A Research Proposal, when highlighted in a befitting manner marking up to the level of a global advantage in potential, it is considered a wise 

prospectus against a timed out black idea. 

Concerning the Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic Period Earth for a feasible Research Proposal, an attempt is made to construct its salient features 

numbering five chiefly, the Subject, Object, Importance, Uses and Applications to stand up as a classic and white Research Proposal per se !!    
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2. Subject of Topic /Subjectivity  

The Knowledge of pre-historical whereabouts of both Africa & India on the face of the Earth   is most important as the Earth revolves around itself as a 

matter of physical-balancer-kinetics in principle preceded one time and followed another time by what is called dynamic plate tectonics /continental 

drifting jerkings in particular. 

 

Fig 2. Continental Separation 
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3. Object of Topic/Objectivity  

Fundamental knowledge not only helps to believe in the existence of the Vedic ancient periods ranging from Epic to Epic of India’s Ethihas 

/History/Source of Knowledge/Antiquarianism & Histoire Totale’s Indo-African Lineages in bundled span of time-packagesvide history-capsules but 

also facilitates public comprehension of conglomerate called ‘Africans & Indians being one and the same people living’ on the then homogeneous land 

mass.  

 
Fig.3.Vedic Binding of Africa with India vice versa 

 

4. Importance of Topic /Significance  

4.1 Historical importance is that there have been clear-cut evidences throughout the narratives of the Ramayana, the Mahabharata & the Bhagavatam’s 

historiographies which have emerged on record to show that Africa and India were situated as one unit called the supercontinent of Pangaea, i.e., the 

land mass that existed about 300 to 200 million years ago.  

 

4.2 The Pangaea further split about another 200 million years ago forming another supercontinent by name Gondwanaland keeping Africa with India in 

togetherness /once more intact as a singular unit.  

 

4.3 After the secondary Pangaea split having taken shape, there came distinct units of the current Africa and current India in their distanced manner of 

geo-formations in geo-carved-niches which began their unique solidified survival.  

 

 

Fig.4 Drifted Continenets 

 
 
4.4 Contribution to Social Heritage Research (SHR) 
 
 The SHR is also an intrinsic importance of this topic. 
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Fig 5. Pangea & Gondwana rock-slides 

 

The Earth is a celestial body which began with the Vedic times, Divine men & Divine women on it and now ourselves (We) known as the human 

beings are the inhabitants on the Earth. 

 

Also, all our Societies/Institutions/Processes of our times marking our decorated in variety of social-phenomenon/Sociology/Social Studies /Area 

Studies have traced their roots in social heritage fundamentals paving the ways and means of leading our contemporary social life.  

 

5. Uses of Topic / Benefits  

5.1 This research has deep scope to offer for understanding the incredible ancient situational-inset of Africa-cum-India within one super-rocky-mold 

during the Earth’s continental tectonic-plate-drifting motions.  It all began during the times of the Vedic Period Earth while rotating eventually subject 

to gravitational balancing forces and settling exercises thereafter and in turn, owing to the positional influence at the hands of the Planetary Family of 

nine massive Planets constituting the balancer-Universe.  

 

 

                       Fig.6 Africa & India in current positions 
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5.2 This research views and assesses social heritage /social transformations with history of our times from the angle of Vedic-socio-cultural studies of 

insignificant minority and/or the then majority multiple in strength entities/societies/events/institutions/processes.  

 

6. Applications of Topic/Suitability Extended Higher Studies 

6.1. As per the Creator of Life in the Sanathan Dharma , a different gender called woman is created to assist the firstly created man in His functions and 

activities so that the man, in turn helps the Creator to augment human beings on the Earth through manly-attraction toward the woman for reproduction 

in the role of man’s wife.   

 

6.2. The Sanathan Dharma’s equality of men and women is a keen principle of the Creator of Life. 

 

6.3. Comparative analysis of the position and the status of women in contrast with that of men from time to time such as from the pre and post-Vedic 

socio-cultural times of divine men and divine women upto the times of Political Kingdoms on the Earth followed by Industrial Revolution times, 

subsequent democratic social welfare administrative times and current scientific times of the Space Age we are now in, suggest rickety Sanathan 

Dharma.  

 

6.4. Modern day’s gender equal human rights of legal value for males and females alike with mixed-democratic-social-circumstances and illegal 

dimensions of violations conform to (3) above.  

 

6.5. Constitutional mechanisms, Supreme Court Judgments, First Information Reports , Police Vigilance, Small Causes Courts-of Law , National 

Women’s Associations all over the Globe, Over-Populations in several Sovereign Nations , Undesirable mentally & physically handicapped born men 

and women segment of Population and the last but not the least important Parliamentary Law-makers for women’s safety from atrocities point to the 

Sanathan Dharma dying its natural death.   

 

7. Conclusion  

The Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic Period Earth undertaken to be/as/for the Feasible Research Proposal is indeed a researchable 

Antiquarianism & Histoire Totale’s raison d'être owing to the fact that the Vedic Period’sFirst Family known as the Eternal &DivineVasu-Daiva-

Kutumbakam was harboured by the then celestial-body-Planet namely the Earth. 

 

So much so, a great deal of legally defended evidence(s) is/are available even now-a-days for scholarly pursuits not only in India but also all over the 

rest of the Continents. Moreover, it has been said that our modern World is a Global Village which is a catchword in the wake of Globalization in the 

recent past heard and heralded by all of us as the global citizens. And, therefore no gainsaying the fact that the ancient world too handed us the ancestral 

catchword ofthe Vasu-Daiva-Kutumbakam, especially in advocacy of fact that all of us in the past-present-future generations can claim connecting 

roots to the Vasu-Daiva-Kutumbakam!!  
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